INTRODUCTION
The development of simple conjoint measurement models (Krantz, Lute, Suppes, and Tversky, 1971 ) makes real-valued scales for psychological measurement possible under certain conditions and offers a measurement-free technique in testing hypotheses about such composition rules. Some models hypothesized in psychology are not simple composition rules so the development of axiom systems for nonsimple models will offer measurement-free techniques for testing such theories.
An axiom system for a familiar but nonsimple model will be presented. Hopefully, the principle of these axiom systems can be extended to construct more psychological models.
The nonsimple conjoint measurement model examined in this paper maps each (aI , a2 , +J in Al x 4 x 4 into 44 h4~J + 44 &(4 where each of w1 , a2 , + and 4s is a real-valued function, so as to preserve a binary relation > on ir' x A, x A, by > in the numerical system.
The principle structure of the present model is similar to the structure of the simple models. But in the nonsimple model, we define two different identity elements of A, for its different multiplicative effects on the other two components A, and A, , whereas in the simple model, one identity element for each component is defined. The principle LILY C. HUANG of using multiple identity elements for one component can be generalized to construct the axiom systems for the more complicated models, e.g., wr(aJ $a(as) + w2@2) 43w + 4%) drW DEFINITIONS DEFINITION 1. > is a binary relation on A, x A, x A, . Two elements (a, , us , us) and (6, , b, , 6 ,) of A, x A, x A, are equivaIent, (a, , us , us) -(b, , b, , 6s) if and only if they satisfy the following two conditions:
and We first define the cancellation condition known as the Thomson condition. (1) {ar} x A, is independent of (a,) x A, if and only if for a2 , b, E A, , (a, , us , x3) > (a, , b, , xs) for some xs E A, implies that (ur , a2 , ys) > (a, , b, , y3) for every y3 E A3 . {ur} x Z4, and {ur} x A, are mutually independent if and only if {ur} x A, is independent of (al> x A, and {ur) x A, is independent of {ur} x A, .
A, is sign dependent on A, x A,O if and only if A, can be partitioned into three sets, A,+, AgO, and A,-such that for any a, , b, E A, and a30 E A,O the following conditions hold.
(1) (%,h, a3O) b (bl 3 x2 3 a3O) for some x2 E AZ+, then @I Y Yz > u3O) 2= (bl , y2 , a3O) for every ys E A,+, and (b, , ~2 > a3O) + (a1 9 Yz > a3"> for every yZ E A,-.
(~1, xz ,a3') B (b, 7 x2 9 ~3') for some x2 E A,-, then or ering of(q) x A, x A, . For any set N of consecutive integers, N = {i, i + 1, i + 2 ,..., j, j + 1, j + 2 ,... 3, a set {usi 1 uaj E A, , j E N} is a standard sequence on A, iff there exist x3 + y3 such that (ur , a,~', x3) N (ur , &+I, y3) for allj, j + 1 E N. A standard sequence on A, is strictly bounded if and only if for any u3 E A, , there exist &s and 3 such that gZ & as and (a, , & , u3) > (ur , uZj, u3 ) > @I , a2 , 3 a ) for all j E N. A bounded standard sequence is finite if and only if the integer set N defined above is finite.
Thomsen condition, independence, sign dependence, and standard sequence were defined by Krantz et al. (Krantz, Lute, Suppes, and Tvresky, 1971 ). 
(al , e2 , gd -(h 9 gz ,eJ,
(~1 , gz A -(4 ,f2 9 gJ, (7) then (~1 , ~2 ,~a> -(b, , b, , 4. This complicated property is necessary for all the simple models as well as for the nonsimple model. To show the necessity for the nonsimple model, OJ~(U~)~,(~,) + w2(ul) &(a,), we translate the above equivalences into equations. We drop the notations for the functions and use a, to represent ~,(a,), a,' to represent w,(a,), and u2 and u3 to represent $2(a2) and &(a,), respectively.
The fourth condition yields
The conclusion is that
Therefore, we need to show that the other six relations will provide ~1'~s + Wz = b,b, + al'gs , or UI'(+ -gs) = W, -4).
The first and sixth condition can be translated into and u1e2 + a,'~, = b,c, + b,'e, ale2 + al'gs = kg2 + h'e, .
Subtracting the latter from the former, we have 4'(cs -g3) = w2 -'a!).
Similarly, the second and seventh conditions will provide that
The third relation can be translated and rewritten as Multiplying (4.1) (4.2), and (4.3) together, we have
Since cr # 0, 4' # 0 (cl is not in Ar0, and dl is not in A?), ca # g, , and ca # g, , we cancel c,d,'(c, -g,)(c, -gs) and obtain as required. From a practical point of view this property is too complicated to test directly. The conditions can be simplified by letting e2 = fi = g, = uzo and ea = f3 = g, = uso.
The theorems which we want to obtain will not be affected by this simplification. The simplified condition is somewhat easier to test empirically. We now want to list all the conditions which together are sufficient for the nonsimple model 44 vM4 + 44 Ud. It is clear that 44 b&J + w&d A( a J is an additive model for {al} x A, x A, . Therefore, we need conditions which are sufficient for the additive model. When +s(us) = 0, wl(ul) +z(uz) is a multiplicative model for A, x A, . Therefore, we need an axiom which states that A, and A, x Aso are mutually sign dependent. Similarly, A, and AZ0 x A, are mutually sign dependent, but this can be asserted by other axioms. Finally, the weighting condition functions in the nonsimple distributive model the same as the distributive cancellation axiom functions in the simpIe distributive model. 
Proof.
The proof has to be done separately for the different conditions on the elements. The proof for a representative case is shown below.
Given (a, , a2, K,) -(a, , k, , b3) and (aI , k, , a3) -(al , b, , KJ, we need to show that (a, , a2 , a3) -(aI , b2 , b).
We consider the case for which For the case in which A, # Alo u AO,O, we define two operations @ and *. We will then prove that there is an isomorphism from (A, x A, x A, 2, 0, *) to a subring of (R, 3, +, .), provided that Axioms l-7 hold. The representation theorem for the case in which A, = AI0 u Ai0 will be discussed at the end.
Let (a, , a2 , as) denote the equivalence class of (a, , u2 , a3) for all (a, , ua , as) E A, x A, x A, . Clearly, if (a, , a2 , us) N (b, , b, , b3) , then the equivalence class of (a,, a,, ua) is exactly the same as the equivalence class of (b, , b, , b3), i.e., (a r , a2 , a3) = (b, , b, , bs). Let > denote the order relation on A, x A, x AZ/-, and (a1 , a, , as) > (b, , b, , bs) if and only if (ur , u2 , us) > (b, , b, , bJ . Define a = (a1 , a,, as), and a = (ur , u2 , ua) . We let a > b represent a > b and not b > a. Clearly, the relation > on the equivalence classes is a simple order.
Select ali, a: E A, -AlO -Ato, u2i E A, -A20, agi E A, -A30, such that (ali, uzi, uso) N (up, a,O, uSi) . For any a E A, x A, x A,, there exist a,', u; E A, such that a N (a, ', uai, aa") N (u; , uzo, uai) ; and there exist u2' E A, and ua' E A, such that a -(ali, u2', uso) N (a:, azo, a,') (using unrestricted solvability axiom). There also exist ui of A, and ui of A, such that a N (a, , ui , aso) -(a, , u20, ai).
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We now define the operations 0, *r , and *z as follows.
(al , a2, a30) 0 (al , a?, a,) = (a, , a,, a,>, (al , a2', af> *I (al', a2 , a30) = (al , a2 , a,'),
(a 1 , a,', a37 *2 (a?, 4, a31 = (al , a,", a3).
It is necessary to show that *r = *2 = * first.
Step 1. We are going to show that a *r b = a *2 b for all a, b E A, x A, x AZ/-. The unrestricted solvability axiom quarantees that there exist a, E A, and aa E A, such that (a, , aa", usi) is in the equivalence class a and (up, uzo, bs) is in the equivalence b, or a = (a, , a,', asi) and b = (a:', a,', b3). Similarly, we can find a,' E A, , b, E A, , and b,' E A, such that
But (a 1 9 QZO, a:) -(Qi', %O, a,O), (u,i, a;, u,") -(Uf') a;, u,i), (a 1 , aso, %O) -(a,', %O, %O), (d, u,O, u30) -(u?, u,O, u,") .
Applying Axiom 7 to the above equations, we have (~1 > ~2, bs) -(a,', b, > es').
Because a = (a, , a,', as*) = (a,', a,', a,") and b = (af', a,", b3) = (al', b, , a3'), a *2 b = (a,, a,', b,) and a *r b = (a,', b,, aJo). We just prove that (a,', b, , a3") = ( a, , azo, b3), that is a *r b = a *2 b.
We are now going to show that (A, x A, x As/-, >, 0, *) is an Archimedean ordered ring. In other words, we need to show four things: Step 2. The proof of part a is contained in Krantz et al. (1971, pp. 257-266) .
Step 3. For any a, b, c E A, x A, x As/-, we will prove that a (a,', a,O, usi) -(a, , b, , a,'), for an a,' E A, , (4 9 u2O, c3) -(ali, u2O, G'), for a ~3' E A, > (ali, a,O, c3') -(ali, c2 3 a,O), for a ~2~4 > but (a,', u2O, a3"> -(a, 7 @2O, %Y, (ali, b, , u3O) -(b, , u,O, a;) .
From definition 3, we have (a,', %O, a30) -(a, , u2O, %O), hi, u2O, a3"> -(4 , uzo, %O). We thus proved that (A, x A, x Aa/-, 0, *) is a ring with zero element 19 = (a, , a,', as"). It is easy to show that Axiom 3 leads to the conclusion that a > B and b > c imply a* b > a* c and b * a > c * a. We thereby conclude that (4 x A, x As/,-, >, 0, *) is an Archimedean ordered ring.
An Archimedean ordered ring is uniquely isomorphic to a subring of (R, 3, +, .> (Krantz et al., 1971, p. 58 where czr& = ~ys/3s > 0. We now consider a special case in which A, = Alo u Aye. Since A, is essential, there are u2 , b, E A, such that (a, , a2 , as) & (al , b, , as) for some a, E A, and a3 E A, . If a, E A,", from definition of Alo we know that (a, , a2 , us) -(al, b, , us) . Therefore, a, must be in A y". Clearly, there is no b, E A, such that (a, , a2 , as) - (al , 6, , 6 .J. Hence the unrestricted solvability is not satisfied, and > on A, x A, x A, is not a nonsimple distributed model.
